STARTUPRENEUR
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“The Best Investment you can make is an Investment in yourself…the more you
learn, the more you will earn”: Warren Buffet

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR GENERAL’S DESK
India continues to hold its position as the third-largest startup
ecosystem in the world after the US and UK, with 1,200 tech
startups emerging in 2018, bringing the total to between 7,200
and 7,700. The ecosystem created more than 40,000 direct jobs
in 2018, taking the total employment in the segment to 1.6-1.7
lakh. Another 4-5 lakh are estimated to be employed indirectly.
However, startups need more to grow. They need Idea
Validation, Market Connect, Legal Connect, Government
Connect, to name a few. In this context, the Indian Chamber of
Commerce (ICC) is taking active steps towards building meaningful synergies in the Indian
startup space.
ICC has signed Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with leading Incubation Centers
across the country and abroad to promote the startup enterprises in India, towards ensuring
greater employment generation. ICC services for startups include facilitating funding,
queries, meetings, Market Connect, Legal Connect, Mentoring, B2B and B2G interactions. To
take forward the agenda of sensitizing the start-up ecosystem in the country, ICC has also
launched a quarterly newsletter on startups and entrepreneurship– ‘STARTUPRENEUR’.
As an industry dashboard, it features success stories from budding CEOs, latest policy
diktats, Government and Regulatory views and industry updates. The aim is to build up a
strong networking platform for the startups.
I sincerely hope that the stakeholders involved in this sector will benefit from this initiative.
Dr. Rajeev Singh
Director General, Indian Chamber of Commerce
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GUEST COLUMN: “INDIAN TECH STARTUPS –
GATHERING FOR THE LEAP”
The figures speak loudly – growth and employment in India will be
led by small businesses, and the traditional employment-base will
be steadily eroded. According to Ministry of MSME, McKinsey and
other sources, informal non-agricultural employment increased to
about 86% of the workforce and the SME digital economy added
upto 22 million jobs in the last 3 years. Tellingly, the projections for
employment growth in large BPO and IT sectors upto 2025 are
more sober - perhaps 3 million - provided they can acquire the
skills to meet changing needs.
Dr. Ranabir Gupta
Founder, Acumenicus
Research

The view from the trenches is consistent. The tech sector in
particular is undergoing a revolution through automation and
consolidation. Well-understood products and processes are
under invasion by “bots” of the chat-, ro-, info- and other species, leading to an erosion of
traditional roles. On the other hand, the variety of human needs practically addressable by
technology has exploded and the means to build viable solutions are accessible,
inexpensively, to individuals and SMEs. Not surprisingly, the startup phenomenon with its
support system of angels, VC’s and has gained prominence as the predominant paradigm.
Industry, researchers and government now recognize the tech startup community as a
cradle for innovation and support its growth.
With its lakhs of graduates and distinct needs, a tradition of small enterprise and micromarkets, India should be a natural standard bearer of the startup-led paradigm. The figures,
again, would loudly seem to agree. They say 4,400 technology startups exist in India and will
reach 12,000 by 2020. India has its unicorns in Flipcart, Paytm, Zomato and several others.
Kudos are due to these startup technological enterprises that have effectively created
channels to market for traditional businesses. In areas other than e-commerce, the music is
not as melodious.
It bears asking if the tech startup community is equally representative of the less endowed
sectors of the economy. How many of the solutions from our galloping IT services industry
are conceived or productized by Indian firms? Are areas outside of IT in the larger cities
equally participative? Is the creation of intellectual property appropriate to size and
maturity? If there is a gap, is it due to adequacy of preparation? presentation? connections?
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ecosystem? Is there simply no business case? Perhaps all the above, but the underlying
issue is more fundamental. Putting aside the figures, let us go digging in the trenches.
Growing Tech Startup Culture and Community
To acknowledge and put away the obvious right at the start, availability of capital and depth
of pocket are and will remain relatively more difficult than in Silicon Valley or Singapore for
some time to come. In the final analysis however, constraint on capital has never been the
spoiler in the globalized tech industry for the right idea pitched the right way. The realities of
scale and affordability do impose demands on capital but for viable ideas, much is being
done by government and industry bodies such as NASSCOM to plug the gaps. The Indian
government has introduced over 50+ startup schemes in past few years. From IP advisory
and support schemes from DeiTY, Ministry of MSME and other bodies for the tech industry,
such as
 Support for International Patent Protection in Electronics & Information
Technology (SIP-EIT) Modified Special Incentive Package Scheme (M-SIPS)
 Electronic Development Fund (EDF) Policy
to a vast variety of crucial financial support schemes such as
 Credit Guarantees of various kinds are available from organizations such as NSIC
and MSME and state governments to facilitate soft loans to technology start-ups.
 DeITy is one of several Grants Multipliers through schemes that boost support for
qualified start-ups.
Where is the discord in the harmony? The
missing note as audible from the trenches is
about the need to foster a kinship culture and
community among tech startups that
transcends the gaps to bind the eco-system.
Alongside the emerging financial, legal and
technical pillars, there is a dire need for
impartial and agnostic mentorship and handholding throughout the startup lifecycle. To be
provocative, the hesitation and mis-steps of
would-be startups in leaping the chasm is
rooted in the immaturity in our startup culture
and community, and the support it offers to bridge the gaps. The knitting to bridge the
diverse enablers is the subject of intense interest today from investors and facilitators, such
as this author’s own organization.
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Tech startups flourish within a critical mass of low-context risk-taking individualists who
compete but also collaborate in the firm belief of rising tides raising all boats. The relatively
conservative environment in this country sometimes stifles communication, risk-taking and
dissent, defaulting to more traditional pathways. Such support that does exist in some
sequestered parts of our eco-system needs to be extended in a secular way to the entire
community.
Moulding community culture is a lofty goal, but several culturally-compatible variants of
mentorships, internships and apprenticeships exist that would go a long way towards filling
the void. The ongoing reform in our educational system towards project and group-work
and away from rote learning are certainly contributory to the entrepreneurial mind-set.
Alongside, it falls on the industry and affiliated associations to fast-forward the growth of
startup culture and kinship in India starting from school through to college and support for
intra-preneurship.
Pioneering Initiatives in India
a) Several notable internship programs go beyond their peers in aiming to develop a
community of collaborator within and outside the organizations they are housed in.
Qualcomm and ISRO are cases in point. Qualcomm India extends the tradition of the
parent company in offering internships of different durations to engineers at
undergraduate, graduate and doctoral grades in cutting edge technologies.
Qualcomm internships are reputed in terms of the quality of mentorship and
guidance. Access to on- and offline resources are widely available for interns to
experiment, fail and learn in a way compatible to company goals but nevertheless
free to explore adjacent spaces. ISRO internships are likewise reputed for the quality
and accessibility of the expertise to interns. The process of research and
development, controlled failure and incremental correction are fully exposed to
interns.Farsighted internship programs such as these spawn powerful alumni
programs, embracing interns who carry on to careers within these organizations and
outside. Not surprisingly, several tech startups have resulted as suppliers or partners
into
the
ecosystems
around
these
companies.
b) Several infrastructural support systems have emerged which actually extend into
community building. Atal Innovation Mission and Atal Tinkering Labs have come up
and will doubtless mature, to support startups in tech areas ranging from healthcare
& life sciences, aeronautics/aerospace & defence, agriculture, AI, AR/VR (augmented
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+ virtual reality), computer vision, fintech, Internet of Things, among many others.
Centers setup under these schemes support startups upto and beyond the seed
funding stage with infrastructure and services. The 2017 Startup India Action Plan
status report lists several such initatives. Certain incubators or accelerators such as
the D-node from the Indian School of Business and T-Hub of the Telangana
Government go well beyond an infrastructural support agenda to advice, fund and
nurture a network of startups and established businesses. Many more such
communities are the demand of the day.
Global Models to Look Up To
While the above are steps in the required direction, there are some miles to go in fostering a
community of mentorship and networking, which is instrumental in the success of more
developed tech startup eco-systems. Some models, ranging from school through
entrepreneurship, are outlined
a)

www.mentorshipacademy.com is an example of a Problem Based Learning (PBL)
school that fosters initiative and enterprise right from school. PBL is a teaching
method that promotes both hands on and traditional learning experiences built
around artifacts that students create as evidence of application of knowledge. The
importance of being thinkers with purpose, problem solvers, team players and self
directed learners is emphasized. The complexity of the projects addressed are
tailored for success in college, career and business. Some schools like Keystone
International are embracing such a pedagogical device.

b)

Established business schools house and build communities that serve as lifelong peer
and senior mentoring network. Harvard Alumni Entrepreneurs is a volunteer run nonprofit organization connecting Harvard alumni and powering Harvard Alumni
Startups™. It suppports the entire lifecycle of being an entrepreneur, and catalyzes
the transfer of wisdom from one generation of entrepreneurs to the next through
active online community, networking, lectures, mentorship, and many other
resources. Some established schools in India, as well as organizations such as TiE
India
are
replicating
such
models.

c)

Professional associations such as IEEE Mentorship Program for post college members
also offer similar community on a voluntary or cost-neutral basis to startups. Mentors
can be executives, consultants, in middle or upper management, or in research,
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educators, entrepreneurs, or self-employed, individuals who may be or have been
proven leaders offering their experience.
Towards a Working Model
For all the ubiquity of communication technologies, a critical factor in the success of
communities and mentorship of the kind required is locality of access, since the critical
subjects involve trust. They also typically demand localized knowledge. For this reason,
communities and mentor networks need critically to build upon a local component.
The existing institutions with a claim to extensive local networks, knowledge and with a
stake in the success of the tech startup paradigm include the industry associations such as
ICC. Through the incipient partnerships with agencies like universities, other associations
such as NASSCOM, the required depth and breadth of technical expertise can be tabled, to
augment their unrivalled access to market and financial resources.
It is heartening to note that steps in this direction are being taken to weave a network
encompassing real-life projects and industry teams with internship-based community at
schools and colleges, extending into support for the start-up lifecycle spanning ideation
through maturation. This network is the missing note. The future is melodious.

(Views expressed in the article solely belong to the author)
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INDUSTRY COLLABORATION

Indian Chamber of Commerce (ICC) signs landmark MoU with IIM Calcutta Innovation Park
(IIMCIP) towards energizing the startup ecosystem in East and Northeast India (Picture: LDr Rajeev Singh, Director General, ICC & R - Dr. Subhrangshu Sanyal, CEO - IIM Calcutta
Innovation Park)
The Indian Chamber of Commerce, since its inception in 1925 has been one of the most proactive and forward-looking Chambers in the country. ICC’s forte is its ability to anticipate the
needs of the future, respond to challenges, and prepare the stakeholders in the economy to
benefit from these changes and opportunities. As a natural progression of this vision, ICC
has initiated a Start-up Incubation Cell to handhold startups in the country. As part of our
endeavor to take forward the agenda of sensitizing the start-up ecosystem in the country,
the Indian Chamber of Commerce (ICC) has also launched the ‘STARTUPRENEUR’, our
newsletter on startups and entrepreneurship. ICC services for the startup entrepreneurs in
the country include facilitating funding, queries, meetings, Market Connect, Legal Connect,
Mentoring, B2B and B2G interactions. Taking our initiative one step further towards building
meaningful synergies in the start-up ecosystem in India, the Indian Chamber of Commerce
(ICC) has signed a MOU with IIM Calcutta Innovation Park (IIMCIP), a not for profit (Section
8) company established under the aegis of IIM Calcutta to promote Entrepreneurship and
Innovation. This would help to promote the startup enterprises in East and Northeast India,
thereby ensuring greater employment generation and all round socio-economic
development of the region. The start-ups would hugely benefit from the opportunities for
mentoring and industry connect. We hope this initiative would be a game changer for the
start-up movement in East and Northeast India.
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NEWS FLASH
DIPP Start-up Ranking 2018: Gujarat best performer
Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) has awarded Gujarat as the best
performer in Start-up Ranking 2018. Other states ranked top performers were Karnataka,
Kerala, Odisha, and Rajasthan. In a bid to boost its startup ecosystem, the government of
Gujarat has announced that it will support 2,000 startups in the state by 2021.
Start-ups accredited by DIPP will no longer be asked to pay angel tax
All start-ups accredited by the Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) will no
longer be asked to pay angel tax, sources involved in the inter-ministerial discussions said.
Earlier, the rule said only those start-ups that have been given such an exemption by a
government board will be excused.
Karnataka Government to partner with ATA to start disability-focussed tech accelerator
The Karnataka State Government will support India’s first disability-focused technology
accelerator, Assistive Technology Accelerator (ATA), along with Samarthanam Trust for the
disabled at a cost of Rs 11 crore. Launched in November 2018, ATA is India’s Centre of
Excellence (CoE) for Start-ups empowering SC/ ST & Persons with Disability. The ATA will aid
in developing solutions that can help create positive impact in areas like Social Inclusion,
Economic Independence, Manual Scavenging, Waste Segregation, Social Drudgery,
Accessibility – Physical & Web, Independent Mobility, Empowerment through Technology,
Employment& Education.
Maharashtra Sanctions 16 Startup Incubation Centres with INR 5 Cr Grant to Each
State government of Maharashtra has sanctioned a network of 16 startup incubator centres
across the state to promote the state’s entrepreneurial talent and provide them a startup
ecosystem. The process of setting up a state-wide network of incubators has been started
with selection of Mumbai University (MU) and Research Innovation Incubation Design
Laboratory Foundation (RIIDLF), Vidyavihar, both from Mumbai, as first two incubation
centres of total 16. Giving special emphasis to universities, the shortlisted applicants for
setting up incubation centres are eligible for grants of INR 5 crore each from Maharashtra
State Innovative Society (MSInS), which was established under Department of Skill
Development and Entrepreneurship, government of Maharashtra on August 18, 2017.
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Karnataka launches scheme to fund startups run by SC/ST youth or those with rural focus
The State Government has launched Unnati, its ambitious programme aimed at promoting
technology startups steered by SC/ST entrepreneurs as well as those who are developing a
product or a solution with a strong rural-focus. The startups will be supported by way of
funding that can go upto INR 50 lakhs.
Assam Government to undertake campaign to encourage startups
The Assam government will collaborate with the StartUp India team to undertake an
outreach campaign in educational institutions, aimed at motivating youths to take up
entrepreneurship. As a part of the ‘StartUp Yatra’, state government officials will visit these
institutions and deliberate on issues related to entrepreneurship and startups”. The experts
will listen to the students and youths, and give space to their ideas in the broader plan of
startup ventures.
Kerala Government signs MOU with Airbus BizLab
Kerala’s startup ecosystem got a major fillip as the state government has signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Airbus BizLab, a global aerospace accelerator,
part of the Airbus group. Under the MoU, an Innovation Centre will be set up in
Thiruvananthapuram, which will be the nodal body for planning and executing all the
activities to help the startups.
Mumbai startup, first Indian private firm to have satellite in space
Elon Musk-led US space agency SpaceX has launched India’s first privately built satellite
Exseed Sat-1 along with 63 other satellites from 17 countries. With this launch, Mumbaibased Exseed Space has become the first private commercial organization in India to have a
satellite in space.
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STATE FOCUS: TELANGANA
Telangana Innovation Policy 2016:
The Government has promised to set up a startup cell which shall look after tasks such as IP
protection, obtaining state and central incentives, enabling entrepreneurs to focus on
business and product development full time.

Key Fiscal Incentives:
SGST Reimbursement

Patent Filing Cost

The unit can pay SGST to the concerned
department and avail reimbursement on a
yearly basis. This will be applicable to only
on the SGST paid to the State of Telangana
and for a maximum total turnover of INR 1
Crore/annum for the first three years of
operation.
The cost of filing and prosecution of patent
application will be reimbursed to the
incubated startup companies subject to a
limit of INR 2 lakh per Indian patent
awarded. For awarded foreign patents on a
single subject matter, upto INR 10 lakh would
be reimbursed. The reimbursement will be
done in 2 stages, i.e., 50% after the patent is
filed and the balance 50% after the patent is
granted.
Government shall provide reimbursements
of 30% of the actual costs including travel
incurred in international marketing through
trade shows. This incentive will be subject to
a maximum of INR 5 Lakhs per year per
company.
To promote idea stage companies, the
government
shall
offer
recruitment
assistance of INR 10,000 per employee for
the first year.
Startups that record a year-on-year growth
rate of 15%, as per audited accounts, shall be
eligible to get a grant of 5% on Turnover,
subject to a limit of INR 10lacs within a
period of three years from the date of
incorporation.

STATE FOCUS: TELANGANA
Marketing and Promotion Assistance

Recruitment Assistance

Grant Assistance on Turnover
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Non-Fiscal Incentives:
1. Startups and incubators will be permitted to file self-certifications in prescribed
format under the following acts: The Factories Act 1948
 The Maternity Benefit Act 1961
 The Telangana Shops &Commercial Establishments Act 1988
 The Contract Labour (Regulations & Abolition) Act 1970
 The Payment of Wages Act, 1936
 The Minimum Wages Act 1948
 The Employment Exchanges (Compulsory Notification of Vacancies) Act 1959

2. General permission shall be available for 3-shift operations with women working in
the night for startups, subject to such units taking the prescribed precautions in
respect of safety and security of employees in addition to providing the required
welfare and health amenities as prescribed under applicable labour laws and
obtaining the necessary approvals from the competent authority of the Government
under the Telangana shops and commercial establishments act and rules or the
Factories Act 1948 and rules, there under as the case may be.
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SUCCESS STORIES - “STARTUPRENEURS SPEAK”
SUCCESS

Name of Company: Capanalec Services Pvt. Limited
Year of incorporation: 2014
STORIES
- “STARTUPRENEURS
SPEAK”
VerticalsBanking Credit Risk Automation
Solution;
Corporate Credit Risk Management Solutions; IBanking Risk Advisory Automation Solutions

Product/Service Portfolio: CapAnalec is a Fintech company in
space of Credit & Investment Technology automation and
Ajay Sarate, Founder
analytics. The company is being incubated and Funded by
and CEO, Capanalec
Center of Innovation VNIT Nagpur (by Department of Science
and Technology) and NASSCOM 10000 startup. The company is
promoted
experienced
Ajay Sarate,by
Founder
and Bankers and I-bankers from the pedigree of IIM/NIT to provide an
CEO, Capanalec
automation
and analytics solutions to Banking and Corporate sectors in SME lending,
Borrowing and Investment field. The Company has built a cloud platform ORAC- Online Risk
Assessment & Compliance platform for instant credit and investment risk automation
solutions for evaluating credit and investment risk of any SME or Corporate for any financial
decision making like lending, borrowing or investment. Over ORAC platform, Bank or
Corporate are empowered to evaluate any company in less than 5 minutes for their financial
decision making with most credible, efficient, effective and regulatory compliant manner.
The platform will improve turnaround time for SME lending or borrowing process for a bank
and Corporate and reduce the cost of risk management and real time risk monitoring
substantially. We are also developing AI/ML tools in NPA predictive analytics with real time
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financial risk datapoints, facilitating risk intelligence to all stake holders of the banking
sectors.

Name of Company: Jobtech Consultancy Pvt Ltd
Year of incorporation: 2017
Vertical: Human Resource
Product/Service Portfolio: Jobd is an HR Tech company that also
provides traditional placement services. Our software enables
companies to share posts for job vacancies across all mediums
of recruitment, including vendors and employee referrals. With
the help of advanced algorithms, the candidates are
Mr. Vedant Pasari
automatically screened and ranked. Employers can view the
Director, Jobtech
ranked results and choose to test the suitable candidates,
Consultancy Pvt. Ltd
schedule interviews and carry out background verification from a
single user-friendly panel. Through recurring iterations of this process, a data bank of
candidates is automatically created for companies. The entire history of all candidates can be
Mr. Vedant Pasari
viewed conveniently – their profile, application progress and status, notes or evaluations,
Director, Jobtech
and
more. We are also rolling out a Core HR and Payroll software soon.
Consultancy Pvt. Ltd

Name of Company: Exelis
Year of incorporation: 2018
Vertical: Blockchain

Siddharth Gupta
Co-founder and CTO,
Exelis.io

Product/Service Portfolio: The Company started off some 7
months back with the initial product being an employee based
project/reputation management system aiming to utilize the
right skills of employees in any company to the fullest and
improve the progress of the company with existing
employees. The second product of the company, XlisPay uses
blockchain and new concept for transferring money. With this
the company got selected at Barclays Rise, where they got
mentorship and good connections. Currently the company is
planning a test pilot with XlisPay.

Siddharth Gupta
Co-founder and CTO,
Exelis.io
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ICC FINTECH SUMMIT 2018
“A good mix of fintechs, VCs & BFSI firms
thereby providing a good platform for
collaboration; All in all a very fruitful event for us.
Infact this has opened up a couple of interesting
opportunities for us already. Looking forward to
more such events from you” - Phani Yedavilli,
Head - Business Development, niki.ai

ICC FINTECH SUMMIT 2018

“It was my pleasure to share the Gramcover story at
the 3rd ICC Fintech Summit at Novotel Juhu. It was a
well- organized event and there was an interesting
mix of start-ups present for the event. I am sure the
ICC brand name and industry standing went a long
way in getting these start-ups there. In terms of
connects, I think I made a few, mainly with the
delegates of the first half and a few start-ups.”Dhyanesh Bhatt, CEO@Gramcover

“The event was great overall. Some select parts of the
event were extremely crucial to our business. We
made around 5-6 important connections including
individuals & institutions. In the future, we would like a
few one-on-one interactions with the speakers.
Otherwise, everything else was good and felicitated
good networking!”- Sankarsh Chanda, Founder,
Savart

Disclaimer: While we have made every attempt to ensure that the information and data contained in this
publication is accurate, the Indian Chamber of Commerce is not responsible for any errors or omissions, or for the
results obtained from the use of this information
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Contact:
Mr. Rajarshi Ghosh
Head - Department of Economic Affairs and Policy
Indian Chamber of Commerce
Landline: 033-2253 4333 (D), E mail: rajarshi.ghosh@indianchamber.net
Ms. Atasi Das
Executive Officer - Department of Economic Affairs & Policy
Indian Chamber of Commerce
Landline: 033-2253 4258 (D), E mail: atasi.das@indianchamber.net
(for Advertising inquiries & Submission of Success Stories)
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ICC Profile
Founded in 1925, Indian Chamber of Commerce (ICC) is the leading and only National
Chamber of Commerce operating from Kolkata, and one of the most pro-active and forwardlooking Chambers in the country today. Its membership spans some of the most prominent
and major industrial groups in India. ICC’s forte is its ability to anticipate the needs of the
future, respond to challenges, and prepare the stakeholders in the economy to benefit from
these changes and opportunities.
Set up by a group of pioneering industrialists led by Mr G D Birla, the Indian Chamber of
Commerce was closely associated with the Indian Freedom Movement, as the first organised
voice of indigenous Indian Industry. Several of the distinguished industry leaders in India,
such as Mr. B M Birla, Sir Ardeshir Dalal, Sir Badridas Goenka, Mr. S P Jain, Lala Karam Chand
Thapar, Mr. Russi Mody, Mr. Ashok Jain, Mr. Sanjiv Goenka, have led the ICC as its President.
Currently, Mr. Rudra Chatterjee is leading the Chamber as its President.
ICC is the only Chamber from India to win the first prize in World Chambers Competition in
Quebec, Canada.
ICC’s North-East Initiative has gained a new momentum and dynamism over the last few
years. ICC has a special focus upon India’s trade & commerce relations with South & SouthEast Asian nations, in sync with India’s ‘Act East’ Policy, and has played a key role in building
synergies between India and her Asian neighbours through Trade & Business Delegation
Exchanges, and large Investment Summits.
ICC also has a very strong focus upon Economic Research & Policy issues - it regularly
undertakes Macro-economic Surveys/Studies, prepares State Investment Climate Reports
and Sector Reports, provides necessary Policy Inputs & Budget Recommendations to
Governments at State & Central levels.
The Indian Chamber of Commerce headquartered in Kolkata, over the last few years has
truly emerged as a national Chamber of repute, with full-fledged offices in New Delhi,
Mumbai, Guwahati, Ranchi and Bhubaneshwar & Hyderabad functioning efficiently, and
building meaningful synergies among Industry and Government by addressing strategic
issues of national significance.
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Head Office
ICC Towers, 4 India Exchange Place, Kolkata – 700001
P +91 33 2230 3242-44 F +91 33 2231 3377/80 E ceo@indianchamber.net
Western Regional Office
1007, 10th Floor, SamarthaVaibhav, Opp New Link Road,
Oshiwara, Andheri West, Mumbai – 400053
P +91 22 6127 7443 F +91 22 6888 8656 E sharmila.banerjee@indianchamber.net
Northern Regional Office
807, Kailash Building, 26 KG Marg, New Delhi - 110001
P +91 11 4610 1432-38 F +91 11 4610 1440 E debmalya.banerjee@indianchamber.net
North East Regional Office
Kushan Plaza, 1st Floor, Above Hyundai Showroom
Opp. Ganeshguri petrol pump, Near Hanuman Mandir, Guwahati 781006
P +91 361 246 0216/4767 F +91 361 246 1763 E ishantor.sobhapandit@indianchamber.net
Andhra Pradesh State Office
TSR Towers, B Block, Ground Floor, 6-3-1090, Raj Bhavan Road, Hyderabad – 500 082
P +91-40- 48570788 E naveen.madishetty@indianchamber.net
Odisha State Office
BDA - HIG 23 (In-Front Of Hotel Pal Heights & Behind Aditya Birla Building), Jaydev Vihar,
Bhubaneswar – 751 013
P +91 674-2303326-29 F +91 674-2303327 E jyotiprakash.pal@indianchamber.net
Jharkhand State Office
181 C, Road No. 4, Ashok Nagar, Ranchi 834002
P +91 651 224 3236 F +91 651 224 3236 E balkrishna.singh@indianchamber.net
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